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Abstract:
The future Internet of Things (IoT) will enable a new and wide range of decentralized systems (e.g. from
smart homes to smart cities) where “things”, able to sense/actuate, compute and communicate with other
machines and with humans, will play a central role. The growing importance of such novel cyberphysical
network and technology demands suitable and effective paradigms able to fulfill the general and specific
requirements of IoT systems engineering. In this tutorial, we propose the exploitation of the agent-oriented
computing paradigm to support IoT systems analysis, design, and implementation. The synergic meeting of
Agents with the IoT will make it possible the development of dynamic IoT systems of diverse scales. First, we
introduce background and literature about IoT, with a specific focus on IoT systems development along with
currently available agent-oriented approaches. Then, we present in detail our agent-oriented approach
specifically based on the ACOSO (Agent-based COoperating Smart Objects) Methodology and related
middleware, which provides an effective agent programming model and an agent execution heterogeneous
platform along with ad-hoc IoT tools for the construction of an IoT system in terms of a Multi-Agent System. A
case study concerning the development of a “Smart University” system is described to show the flexibility
and effectiveness of the proposed approach. Finally, future challenges will be delineated towards cloudassisted agent-based approaches for IoT.
*ACOSO project site: http://acoso.dimes.unical.it
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